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Invalid Zip Code. Need to connect with a Hawaiian retailer? Visit Subaru of Hawaii. About the
Love Promise. Includes these key features:. Includes WRX key features and adds:. Includes
WRX Premium key features and adds:. Use a comma , to separate email addresses. This field
cannot be left blank. Please enter a valid email address. Please enter a valid number of email
addresses, no more than 5. Sorry, there are no special offers for this vehicle available at this
time. The information provided here in is for illustration only and is an estimate only. Please see
your Subaru retailer for information on actual terms and conditions of purchase agreements,
which will vary based on the specific vehicle, options and purchase or lease terms that you
select. The monthly payment amounts herein are estimates, are subject to change based on
current rates and exclude all official fees, state, local, property, sales or luxury taxes and
insurance that may be assessed in your district. All information is subject to credit approval.
Legal Disclaimers. Destination and delivery includes handling and inland freight fees and may
vary in some states. Prices, specifications, options, features and models subject to change
without notice. Actual mileage may vary. Actual mileage will vary. Whatever comes first
concludes the warranty. No down payment required. Offer may vary by location. Other rates and
payment terms available. Financing for well-qualified applicants only. Length of contract is
limited. Subject to credit approval, vehicle insurance approval and vehicle availability. See
participating retailers for details. Must take delivery from retailer stock by March 1, Subaru has
the utmost respect for the environment and is a proud partner of Leave No Trace. Care was
taken not to harm the environment when taking this photo. A and Alcantara is produced by
Toray Group. Subaru of America, Inc. Retailers are independent businesses and are free to set
their own retail prices. All information contained at this Internet site is intended for the USA
market only. Knowing your location allows us to display the proper information for your area.
Get the most precise number on the Subaru you want. Get a Local Price. Skip to Content. Your
Zip Code. Use my current location. Your Subaru Retailer. Subaru Confidence In Motion. Outback
Onyx Edition XT shown. Forester Sport shown. Impreza Sport 5-door shown. Crosstrek Sport
Shown. Legacy Limited shown. Ascent Touring shown. Up to 90 MPGe. Crosstrek Hybrid
Shown. WRX Limited Shown. BRZ tS Shown. STI Vehicle Lineup. Subaru Tecnica International.
All Vehicles. Find Your Subaru. Certified Pre-Owned. Certified Pre-Owned Fully checked,
factory-covered and ready for more adventures. Search Inventory. Future Vehicles and
Concepts. Build the WRX that's right for you. Compare the to and others. Send an Email Share
this:. Back to top. Get a Local Price Ready to see a Subaru in person? Your preferred retailer
will contact you shortly. Enter your contact information All information is required unless noted.
Invalid format. Confirm your retailer near: Your Zip Code. Retailer Inventory See what local
Subaru retailers have to offer. Schedule a Test Drive Appointment times are not final until
confirmed by someone at. Please enter a valid phone number. Special Offers View our special
offers. Payment Calculator The information provided here in is for illustration only and is an
estimate only. Select Vehicle. Model Year: Current. Select Model. Connect with Subaru. Get
Email Updates. Customer Support. Please Enter Zip Knowing your location allows us to display
the proper information for your area. Your location cannot be displayed. It is the model of the
Opel brand based on the chassis of the Astra small family car. The first generation of the Zafira
was usually referred to as Zafira A, as was customary for Opel models. Developed with the aid
of Porsche , [5] the Zafira was first shown in concept form at the Frankfurt Auto Show , and
entered series production in January , with sales beginning in April. The car was based on the
same T platform as the Astra G , and shared much in common with that car. Offered with a
series of petrol engines and initially a single diesel offering, the "X" engines were replaced by
the newer "Z" engine generation in These featured variable intake manifolds and were able to
meet Euro 3 emissions standards. A facelift was launched in February The Opel Zafira had
seven seats arranged in three rows, the back row of which could be folded into the floor,
individually or together to create more space, rather than requiring that the extra seats be
physically removed from the vehicle. The system was named Flex 7. The Zafira was sold in the
Philippines from to It was the last European based Opel car to be sold in the Philippines after
they stopped selling the Opel Astra in Although being sold as the Chevrolet Zafira, it was sold
alongside other Opel vehicles until it the Opel name was pulled out of the Philippine-market by
its distributor, GM Philippines. Zafira A production ended on 25 May , in Bochum. The Zafira
was sold in Japan from August through to November as the Subaru Traviq alongside the
standard Opel vehicle, where it was cancelled, and replaced later in by the Subaru Exiga â€”
developed from the Subaru Legacy platform. According to Subaru, the name was a combination
of the words "travel" and "quick", [8] however, the word more closely resembles the English
word "traffic". Due to the exterior dimensions exceeding Japanese government regulations for
vehicles defined as "compact", Japanese buyers were liable for additional taxes. The Traviq was
originally only available with the bigger 2. The engines used were not Subaru supplied boxer

engines, but were conventional in line units that were uncharacteristic to market recognised
Subaru products, and all wheel drive technology was also not available. The sale of the Zafira as
a Subaru created a conflict with previously established Yanase Co. When production of the
Traviq ended, Yanase continued to import Opel products into Japan until The Zafira was sold in
Malaysia as the Chevrolet Nabira. In June , soon after the release of the Zafira, Griff Rhys Jones
starred in adverts for the Vauxhall Zafira, in which he played a professor who was fascinated
about the car. The second generation of the Zafira, called the Zafira B, debuted in Europe in
June , with sales starting on 9 July It shared the platform and mechanical parts with the Opel
Astra H. In February , the Zafira B was launched in Singapore. By March , the model had only
been introduced in Europe and Singapore. It went on sale in Mexico in April , and Chile in
September In both countries, it was branded as a Chevrolet Zafira. Although this generation was
replaced in the end of by the Zafira C, this model remained in production until May , retailing as
the Zafira Family. However, by , reflecting both its status as a run out model, and adverse
consumer reaction to uncertainty over Opel's future, the car was outsold by the more recently
facelifted Volkswagen Touran on the market in Germany, with 2, Zafiras sold in the first two
months of the year, against 7, Tourans. In December , safety officials in the United Kingdom
asked Vauxhall to initiate a full safety recall of the model Zafira B, due to a worrying level of car
fires apparently or alleged to have been caused by 'Improper Repairs'. The fires continued, even
those recalled, and a second full safety recall was announced in May , with all owners advised
not to use the fan in speeds regulated by the "resistor pack" which contained a solder based
unreliable safety critical thermal fuse, until the second recall, starting August , had been carried
out. On 3 May , a criminal investigation into Vauxhall's handling of the fires of the Zafira B and
recalls was launched in the United Kingdom. On 7 January , there was a spontaneous fire in an
Opel Zafira, which caused over to cars in a parking garage at Stavanger Airport, Sola to be
destroyed. No people were harmed. It was largely based on the Opel Astra J, and when the
Zafira Tourer C went on sale, the Zafira B remained on sale from up to , albeit in facelifted form
as the "Zafira Family", to act as a smaller and cheaper version, as the Zafira Tourer C increased
in size, to act as a proper rival to the Ford C-Max. The production version debuted at the
Frankfurt Motor Show in September, and went on sale November A natural gas version of the
Zafira Tourer was announced in December A dual fuel vehicle, its CNG tank driving the car
kilometres, and a litre petrol tank provided additional range or operation when a CNG filling
station was not available. In June , a facelift was unveiled for with sales starting at the end of ,
dropping 'Tourer' from the name when sold as an Opel. As part of the upgrade, new front and
rear bumpers and new interior brought styling in line with the Opel Astra K. Other new options
for MY included adaptive LED headlights, "Opel Eye" front camera, high beam assist, traffic
sign assist, forward collision warning, lane departure warning and adaptive cruise control. All
engines had a six speed manual gearbox as standard, bar the 1. An automatic gearbox was
available as an option on the 1. In , two all new engines were introduced: 1. In September , Opel
introduced its all new generation of engines â€” Large Diesel engines, starting with 2. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Subaru Traviq. Multi-purpose vehicle. Motor
vehicle. Retrieved 22 April Opel Ireland. Retrieved 21 August Automobil Revue in German and
French. Retrieved 23 May Archived from the original on 11 October Retrieved 22 May Retrieved
30 March Retrieved 1 December Archived from the original on 13 December Auto, Motor und
Sport. Retrieved 15 December Retrieved 19 May BBC News. Retrieved 3 May Automotive News
Europe. Retrieved 11 January Archived from the original on 10 May Retrieved 29 November
Archived from the original on 7 June Retrieved 23 April Auto Express. Retrieved 7 June GM
Authority. Retrieved 27 October Media Opel. Retrieved 14 November Opel Media Europe.
Retrieved 18 November A marque of Stellantis. Astra Corsa Insignia. Crossland Grandland
Mokka. Category Commons. Vauxhall Motors. Crossland Grandland X Mokka X. Corsavan
Combo Zafira Movano Vivaro. Bedford VXR. Dunstable Ellesmere Port Luton. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Opel General Motors.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. T-body platform. Opel Zafira B â€” Delta platform [13].
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Opel Zafira. Cars Astra Corsa Insignia. City car. Agila
A. Agila B. Corsa A. Corsa B. Corsa C. Corsa D. Corsa E. Corsa F. Small family car. Kadett D.
Astra F. Astra G. Astra H. Astra J. Astra K. Large family car. Ascona B. Ascona C. Vectra A.
Vectra B. Insignia A. Insignia B. Executive car. Omega A. Omega B1. Omega B2. Luxury car.
Senator A. Senator B. Tigra A. Manta B. Tigra TwinTop B. GT Roadster. Meriva A. Compact MPV.
Meriva B. Zafira A. Zafira B. Large MPV. Zafira Tourer C. Mini SUV. Mokka A. Mokka B. Compact
SUV. Frontera A. Frontera B. Mid-size SUV. Kadett Combo. Combo B. Combo C. Combo D.
Combo E. Bedford Blitz. Vivaro A. Vivaro B. Vivaro C. Movano A. Movano B. PSA platform. If a
car was able to have chest hair sticking out of their front bumper to illustrate the testosterone

hidden in the panels, then this Vauxhall VXR8 would definitely be needing a trimmer. Coming
into the model year, the VXR8 will be one hot little performance sedan with some styling
modifications and some new technology. Stupid Atlantic Ocean. The VXR8 is powered by the
fourth generation 6. This is just enough to sprint the VXR8 from 0 to 60mph in 4. Anyone would
be just about insane not to want a piece of this action so some must-have information is where
one can find the Vauxhall VXR8. Now that almost all automakers are making
performance-oriented electric cars, Vauxhall could go ahead and slap its cars with the VXR
badge. When it comes to muscle cars, the U. The offerings might not be as varied as they were
back in the day, but there are quite a few choices from Ford , GM, and Chrysler. The range now
even includes a couple of muscle sedans, with the Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat being the most
powerful such model to ever come from Detroit. Holden-badged muscle cars have caused U.
And that has caused some frustration with U. And judging by the numbers, the Vauxhall is an
impressive machine, with horsepower and pound-feet of torque coming out of a supercharged,
6. The folks over at Autocar embarked on a mission to find out and put both vehicles through
handling and rolling start drag race tests with Steve Sutcliffe behind the wheel. Who won? The
But as far as entertainment value was concerned, Evo gave the nod to the Vauxhall not so much
because its more fun to drive, but because you get a whole lot of raised heartbeats doing so.
The model borrowed all the technology and the design language from its Australian brother, so
for sure you pretty much know what to expect from this new model. Over in the UK market,
British automaker Vauxhall has pulled the covers off of the new VRX8 Tourer, a full-sized tourer
that carries quite a punch under its hood. It may not have the brand recognition of a Mercedes
or a BMW, but Vauxhall is serious about bringing the fight to the German brands. And it has the
VRX8 Tourer as a worthy soldier to do the battling for it. Aside from being the most popular
track on the V8 Super car calendar, it is also a blindingly fast version of what we here in
America have come to know as the Pontiac G8. The Bathurst comes complete with a set of
racing stripes on the hood and a supercharger underneath it. Now the engine delivers hp up
from the standard hp and Nm of torque. This package also includes a large capacity intercooler,
high-flow fuel injectors, a separate cold air intake and Walkinshaw-developed ECU map. The
standard manual gearbox is upgraded with a high-torque capacity clutch. Both cars also receive
six-pot front and four-pot rear brake calipers, height-adjustable springs and
Walkinshaw-developed coil-over adjustable dampers. New color and equipment options further
enhance this, the fastest car to wear the Griffin badge. This translates to a reduced mph time for
cars with automatic transmissions down from 5. The current Vauxhall VXR8 is powered by a e 6.
And this is why Vauxhall will launch a new version of its VXR8, this time powered by a 7. With a
maximum power of bhp and Nm of torque the car will cover mph in around 4. The car is going to
feature a number of components developed from the racing version, and we need to make sure
that everything is tested properly before customer deliveries start. I would definitely choose the
C63 AMG. In white it simply looks amazing! Audi will be in serious trouble when Vauxhall will
launch a quattro version the VXR. And this will happen next year! Audi S4 watch out! The VXR8
has just been unveiled back in February, and General Motors is already working on a
supercharged version that will go on sale in UK starting next month. What better to replace the
6. A car, in fact, just like the VXR8 â€” a car even more powerful and exciting than the Monaro.
Vauxhall VXR8 Generations:. Read the full Vauxhall VXR8 review. Latest Vauxhall VXR8 news
and reviews:. November 15, by Sidd Dhimaan. Read more. August 5, by Ciprian Florea. May 4,
by Ciprian Florea. April 1, by Kirby Garlitos. May 29, by Simona. April 3, by Kirby Garlitos.
December 15, by Simona. Hit the jump to get the details on the new Vauxhall VXR8. August 3, by
Simona. Continued after the jump. February 11, by Simona. May 6, by Simona. Vauxhall VXR8
with Corvette engine. April 9, by Simona. M3 vs. C63 AMG vs. December 28, by Simona.
Vauxhall is building a quattro VXR. November 21, by Simona. Vauxhall VXR8 supercharged
version to be released next month. September 4, by Simona. August 2, by Simona. Active
filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The Toyota Land Cruiser has earned a
loyal following from around the world. The product of over 60 years of global adventures, it's a
sophisticated blend of off-road prowess, on-road comfort and unparalleled refinement. It also
offers seating for up to eight passengers; after all, adventures are best shared. And paying
homage to the legends that came before is Land Cruiser Heritage Edition. As the latest
extension of the iconic badge, it celebrates where it's been and is ready for what's next. Length:
Wheelbase: Ground clearance: 8. Curb weight: lbs. View Specs. The Series Land Cruiser was
globally introduced in With over five decades of know-how, this off-road flagship SUV fuses
modern luxuries with legendary capability. The Series is loaded with refined creature comforts,
like heated and ventilated front seats, leather-wrapped surfaces and four-zone automatic
climate control. Terrain-conquering prowess is enhanced with technologies like an advanced 5.
This is how we take adventuring to the next level. Though never offered in the United States, the

70 Series is the true inheritor of the FJ40's no-nonsense spirit. Light and compact compared
with its 60 and 80 Series contemporaries, the 70 Series has always maintained a strong
emphasis on capability over creature comfort. Its rugged, simple sensibilities have helped to
keep it in production for over 30 years. Transmission: 5-speed manual transmission Front
suspension: Solid axle with leading arms and coil springs Rear suspension: Solid axle with leaf
springs. The worldwide response to the 80 Series was so overwhelming, the main plant had to
stay open around the clock for six months straight. That was unprecedentedâ€”much like the 80
Series itself. Luxury and capability were integrated like never before. Passengers were met with
available leather, a refrigerator and space in the dashboard for a two-way radio. The
long-standing solid axles were replaced with a coil-spring suspensionâ€”but with greater
suspension travel. And off-road competence was increased with full-time 4WD and a locking
center differential. The notable modernized upgrades from the FJ60 to the FJ62 were the
fuel-injected 4. Transmission: 4-speed automatic transmission Front suspension: Solid axle
with semi-elliptical leaf springs Rear suspension: Solid axle with semi-elliptical leaf springs. The
60 Series got its start in with new gasoline and diesel engines, new transmissions and new
luxuries, like a moonroof, sport buckets and a third-row seat. Toyota was aiming for on-road
comfort, but off-road standbys were retained: front and rear solid axles and two locking
differentials. The result was a blended vehicle like no other. Eventually, over variations would
be made throughout the world. Transmission: 4-speed manual transmission Front suspension:
Solid axle with semi-elliptical leaf springs Rear suspension: Solid axle with semi-elliptical leaf
springs. Based on the FJ40, the FJ45 is a pickup version of the same model and was only
available in the United States from â€” It proved to be a tough work truck as well as a competent
and reliable one that was ready to go anywhere. The FJ45 featured either a fixed hardtop or a
removable hardtop. The FJ40 is probably the most iconic Land Cruiser ever built. Its design is
instantly recognizable: a simple, two-box hardtop with wraparound rear windows and dual
swing-out doors. But durability made the design a legend. The 40 Series gave the marque
low-range gearing, a jump in horsepower and payload, and a greater variety of body styles and
engines than ever before. Net vehicle weight: lbs. With real doors, roll-down windows and
available air conditioning, the 20 series brought the BJ-era Land Cruiser into civilian life. But a
subtle design trait on the dashboard foretold Land Cruiser's future: the glove box and
instrument panel were identically shaped and interchangeable, making manufacturing a
left-hand- or right-hand-drive version equally easy. For Toyota, foreign markets were the new
target. Toyota called it the "Land Cruiser Strategy": Establish a bridgehead in a new country
with Land Cruiser and then follow it with passenger cars. Other marketing savvy included
adjusting chassis length to market demand, and creating pickups and wagonsâ€”soft- and
hardtops, four-doors and two-doors. Transmission: 4-speed Forward and 1 Reverse; 3rd and
top gears with synchromesh Front suspension: Solid axle with semi-elliptical leaf springs Rear
suspension: Solid axle with semi-elliptical leaf springs. Available on select Toyotas. Screen
depiction accurate at time of posting. It's easy to get where you're going with free voice-guided
navigation, live traffic information, lane guidance and more. Do not use the audio multimedia
system if it will distract you. With Alexa, you can ask to play music, listen to audiobooks, hear
the news, check the weather, control smart home devices, get directions, find parking, and
moreâ€”all while you keep your hands on the wheel and eyes on the road. Alexa lives in the
cloud, so she is always getting smarter and updates are delivered automatically. The more you
talk to Alexa , the more she adapts to speech patterns, vocabulary and personal preferences.
Choose from every channel in your vehicle and enjoy the deepest variety of music, ad-free. Root
for your team anywhere you are. Hear all about your favorite stars and subjects. Every kind of
comedy, with something to make you laugh. Get news from every source. Hear over ad-free Xtra
channels of music for any mood, occasion or activity. You can even access thousands of hours
of On Demand shows and performances and get personalized recommendations. The result:
Each passenger can experience music the way the artist intended them to. Heritage Edition
shown in Midnight Black Metallic. Swipe to Rotate. Midnight Black Metallic. Build Local
Specials. Preview Features Build Your Own. Find Accessories. Download Brochure. Payment
Estimator. Legacy Overview. Specs Length: Land Cruiser's 5. Read Info. No terrain is too tough
for this off-road legend. Land Cruiser's thoughtfully designed interior mirrors its precision
engineering. Payment Estimator Use the payment estimator tool to assess your payment
options. The ultimate copilot. Take the simple way there. Communicate safely on the road
ahead. All your music. Beautifully arranged. The perfect driving companion. Bring your music
along for the ride. Let's go places. What is Alexa? Meet Alexa. Using Alexa. What you love is on
now. More ways to listen, everywhere. Watch Video. Subscribers now get more than ever online
and on the app. Amplify your drive. Everything music should be. Historically, vehicle
manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing, handling and

delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the "Delivery,
Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling and
delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information
on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,
miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may vary by
model, model year or trim. Extra-cost color. A single-disc DVD player is included. If you decide
to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew
thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current
rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at All fees and programming
subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all services offered by
SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be available in all locations, or on all
receivers. Crawl Control is designed for driving on difficult terrain at low speeds and assists the
driver by controlling acceleration and braking, allowing the driver to focus on steering. See
Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details. The Toyota model or models shown are
designed to meet most off-road driving requirements, but off-roading is inherently dangerous
and may result in vehicle damage. Toyota encourages responsible operation to help protect
you, your vehicle and the environment. Seatbelts should be worn at all times. Do not allow
passengers to ride in cargo area. The Multi-Terrain Monitor view is limited and can be affected
by environmental conditions. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay
attention to your surroundings and drive safely. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain
awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Functionality, availability and accuracy of
information provided by the system depends on many factors and service may not be available
in every location. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Select apps use

large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges. Apps and services subject to change at
any time without notice. See toyota. Services and programming subject to change. Updates may
be available from your dealer at an additional cost. Do not overload your vehicle. See Owner's
Manual for weight limits and restrictions. Front and rear parking assist sonar is designed to
warn drivers of potential front and rear collisions at speeds of 6 mph or less. Certain vehicle
and environmental factors, including an object's shape and composition, may affect the ability
of the front and rear parking assist sonar to detect it. Always look around outside the vehicle
and use mirrors to confirm clearance. ToyotaCare covers normal factory scheduled
maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. The Pre-Collision System PCS
with Pedestrian Detection PD is designed to determine if impact is imminent and help reduce
impact speed and damage in certain frontal collisions involving a vehicle or a pedestrian.
System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrian
and weather, light and road conditions. Parking Assist Sonar is designed to assist drivers in
avoiding potential collisions at speeds of 9 mph or less. Certain vehicle and environmental
factors, including an object's shape and composition, may affect the ability of the Parking
Assist Sonar to detect it. When engaged, the system will reduce power to help the brakes bring
the vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver input can all impact
stopping distance. The TSS Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or reduce the crash
speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive
driving. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle
conditions. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and
traffic conditions. Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system designed to help the driver
maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive
driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions, weather and driver steering input
can all affect whether VSC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. The Smart Key
System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of these
medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this system. Lane
Departure Alert is designed to read visible lane markers under certain conditions, and provide
visual and audible alerts when lane departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system
or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors
including road, weather and vehicle conditions. Headphones are for passenger use only. Stolen
vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may require the
Toyota app. Registration required. Subscription required after trial. Service subject to change at
any time without notice. Terms of Use apply. Data charges may apply. Service may vary by
vehicle and region. See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's Manual and at
toyota. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up and loaded
properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed any Weight
Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner's Manual. The maximum you can tow depends
on base curb weight plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and added vehicle
equipment. The only way to be certain of your vehicle's exact curb weight is to weigh your
vehicle without passengers or cargo. See Owner's Manual for limitations. Advanced voice
recognition capabilities vary by head unit. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds above 25
mph. Factors such as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit effectiveness,
requiring the driver to manually operate the high beams. Airbag systems are Supplemental
Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate only under certain conditions and in certain types
of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of injury from an inflating airbag, always wear
seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as possible. Do not put objects in
front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat in any front
passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is designed to help minimize backward rolling on steep
ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors including speed,
grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect whether HAC will be effective in
preventing a loss of control. Always focus on the road while driving. See apple. Active front
headrests can help reduce the extent of whiplash in certain types of rear-end collisions. The
engine immobilizer is a state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when you insert your
key into the ignition switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob,
your Toyota dealer can help or go to Phone performance depends on software, coverage and
carrier. When using the wireless charging system, avoid placing metal objects between the
wireless charger and the mobile device when charging is active. Doing so may cause metal
objects to become hot and could cause burns. Emission coverages vary under Federal and
California regulations. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over your
shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to the function, detection and range of
the monitor. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always properly secure

cargo and cargo area. The Tire Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire pressure is
critically low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly
with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. The Bird's-Eye-View Camera does not
provide a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the vehicle. You should also look around
outside your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm surrounding clearance. Environmental
conditions may limit effectiveness and view may become obscured. Brake Assist is designed to
help the driver take advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Braking
effectiveness also depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions. For
additional assistance contact the Toyota Customer Experience Center at The backup camera
does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the vehicle and you should also look
around the vehicle, using mirrors to confirm rearward clearance. Requires adequate cellular
coverage and GPS signal strength. May not work in all areas. See Toyota Dealer for details and
exclusions. After the trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access
the service. Paid subscription required after trial to access the service. Do not rely exclusively
on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to
confirm rear clearance. There are limitations to the function, detection and range of the system.
Dynamic Navigation depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection,
navigation map data and GPS signal strength, and other factors outside of Toyota's control,
which can limit system functionality or availability. Services not available in every city or
roadway. Registration is required. Data usage applies. Coverage not available everywhere; see
vzw. See verizonwireless. Other terms apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported using in-vehicle
connectivity. Verizon Wireless data subscription required upon end of 6-month trial period or
use of 2 GB data whichever comes first. Apps and services vary by phone carrier and are
subject to change at any time without notice. Subject to smartphone connectivity and capability.
Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. App download required. Apps,
prices and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice.
Skills and services subject to change at any time without notice. Amazon, Alexa and all related
logos are trademarks of Amazon. See applicable app for details. Data charges may apply for
certain functions. Apps, prices and services subject to change at any time without notice. Use
only if aware of circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's
Remote Connect depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal
strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality and
availability. Registration and Toyota app download required. Services subject to change at any
time without notice. Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy
statement apply. To use Android Auto on your audio display, you'll need an Android Auto
compatible vehicle and Android phone. Requires compatible smartphone connected with an
approved data cable into the USB media port, and data plan rates apply. Android, Android Auto
and Waze are trademarks of Google. All rights reserved. Apps and services are subject to
change at any time without notice. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.
Information provided is based on the last time data was collected from the vehicle and may not
be up to date. Service Connect depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular
connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's
control, which can limit functionality or availability. Terms and conditions of subscription
service agreement apply. Always use safe driving practices and follow all traffic rules. This list
represents the phones that have been tested for compatibility with Vehicle Bluetooth and
Entune App Suite features to date. Test results are valid as of the date noted, using the
specified versions of the Audio Multimedia System, App Suite and Operating Systems. This list
will be updated on an on-going basis as new phones are constantly being tested. If you do not
find your phone on this list, please refer to Destination Assist depends on an operative
telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength and other
factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system ability functionality or availability.
Use common sense when relying on this information. See Owner's Manual and toyota. Body
style: Hatchback Segment: Compact. In the Corsa was renewed and it received a new styling
plus a special edition named Nurburgring. The hot-hatch segment used to be cheap and offer
loads of fun for its customers. Unfortunately, those compact hot-hatches became more and
more expensive and the young and restless couldn't afford them anymore. Then, the Renault
introduced the Clio Sport with hp and wiped the floor with many compact hot-hatches. So, the
battle for horsepower begun in the small-segment. The Corsa VXR featured a sporty front fascia
with a lip-spoiler on the lower apron of the car. A pair of big side-sills was installed and, in the
rear, the exhaust was placed in the middle. A roof-spoiler was installed more for the look than
for fact, but it looked good to enhance the sporting image of the vehicle. Inside, the car featured
sport-bucket Recaro seats for the front passengers and a simple, flat, bench in the rear. It

offered the same rear room as any other Corsa, enough for two adults. The sport, thick steering
wheel, and the leather-wrapped gear lever were part of the package. The Nurburgring edition
had a B-pillar mounted sticker with the famous track drawing and two exhausts in the back.
Under the hood, the VXR offered a 1. It was good for hp. The Nurburgring edition offered hp.
Both engines were mated to a 6-speed manual gearbox. A mechanical self-locking differential
was available for the more powerful version and offered as an option for the regular VXR. All
rights reserved. Pick brand. More than impressed. More than very impressed. I was thrilled. I
finally bought a Kei sports car myself, a turbo charged Mitsubishi Dangan, and I had it for eight
and a half years of happy, and thrilling, motoring. There is also a full-time four-wheel-drive AWD
version. This is not a common hobby, but it is a hobby of which I thoroughly approve. That was
a fun car, and it is a bit different from all the other Kei sports cars available here in Japan. The
key point about the Vivio RX-R is that, rather than using a turbo charger to give it high power in
a light body, it uses a supercharger with an intercooler. As soon as you put the accelerator
down hard in an RX-R you feel the difference with, say, a turbo charged Cappuccino: No boost
lag. With a supercharged engine the power comes on hard in the low rpm range. The
supercharged Vivio is like that, and with the all-wheel drive system on the first RX-R that I test
drove, all that power goes straight to the road and you just rocket forward. Like I said at the
beginning: Thrilling. Handling was crisp and tight and very responsive. Turning sharp. And all
this in the completely stock version of the car. That car had been modified with coil overs, much
harder springs than stock, and lowered about a centimeter, maybe a bit more. The handling of
that RX-R just took my breath away, and all that supercharged intercooled low end grunt going
through just the front wheels meant that wheel spin from a standing start was always available
if you wanted to horse around. And I did! Both Vivios had the simple, clean instruments that you
see on this one here that we are exporting direct from Japan to our customer in America. Just
take a moment and click on our picture of the gauges. Easy to read. There is no visual clutter so
that, when you are ripping around corners, or blipping up the throttle for some nice shift
matching, a quick glance with your eyes is all you need for these gauges to tell you what you
need to know. Good things come in small packages, Guys, good things come in small packages
like a nice, clean Vivio RX-R Kei sports car exported directly from Japan. The reasons for this
growing popularity are obvious, and we at Japan Car Direct are scoring good units from the
Japanese used car auctions as we did with this black RX-R , and from the Japanese
secondhand car dealers. Sometimes I worry about telling you guys overseas about these
thrilling Japanese Kei sports cars because I am afraid that you are going to buy them all up and
export them from Japan, leaving me with nothing to choose from. I purchased a suzuki carry
from here.. They made the whole process so easy.. Matthew probably should get an award for
dealing with me. I dig into everything and am used to fighting for fairness at auto auctions here
in the USA - we own a small dealership. Early into my fist purchase of many Matthew earned my
trust. I dig into everything and am used to fighting not to get taken at local auctions I own a
dealership and believe strongly in integrity. I always wanted a Land Cruiser! Mathew helped me
find 2 beautiful trucks from the Japanese auction. Had them delivered to Freeport, TX last week.
He was amazing to work with. Fast response time on bids, super easy to work with, he has a lot
of experience and answered all questions promptly. Will be working with JCD more in the future
to purchase more vehicles! Very pleased with my experience with JCD. Mat helped me with my
purchase of a Honda Beat and its shipping to the port of Baltimore. Everything was seamless
and I would and already have recommended this company to several friends. Thanks to
JapanCarDirect for the opportunity, Yoshi took well care of my requests with a incomparable
patience and fast follow up. Will definitely pass the word around!!! Fantastic service, helped me
through the process of importing my JZX to the UK, Everything was clear and fees were low,
worth every penny though, fantastic and couldn't have asked for more! I just picked up my
dream campervan from port and have to say that Japan car direct was with me the entire way. I
felt so supported all my questions were answered and I could not imagine doing something like
this without them. I highly recommend the whole team, trust them and would encourage anyone
to use there services. Mathew and all stuff JCD are best. I ordered 4 cars to UA. Support was
24H. The team did its best to solve my problems. They are really good. Now I can recommend
them. Unique condition of the car. Thank you again! I just wanna thank Matthew and the whole
team at Japan Car Direct, they always went above and beyond in making sure their clients are
always happy and informed about the vehicles they are purchasing. Do yourself a favor, call
Mathew at Japan Car Direct. Let him take the worry about doing business over seas off your
plate. Not knowing anything about importing vehicles from Japan, I spent countless hours
studying and trying to figure it all out. The headaches were too much! After Mathew walked me
through the process it was a piece of cake. We've already bought a couple and are now buying
more with complete confidence. Thanks guys, much much appreciated. Can not recommend

these guys enough. I dealt with Matt, who was extremely helpful and patient with all of my
stupid questions. The way they have the whole process is so convenient, especially with the
live video translations of the auction sheets. I will absolutely be returning to them in the future.
Trustworthy group here! They made it easy from point a to b. So glad this was the first group I
tried as I have heard horror stories about the import process. Highly recommended. Yoshi and
team were patient in helping me find the right car green Prius 4WD and get me through the
process. Flawless service, prompt response to communications, on delivery the car was better
than expected, very close to new looking. Their recommended partners for shipping and entry
into NZ were on the ball too. Highly recommended! Pro tip: don't mess around; decide exactly
what you want, then bid to win. I had been toying with the Idea of importing a Land Cruiser from
Japan for a while and to be honest was quite hesitant about doing so, as the process for a first
timer seemed quite daunting. Been a pleasure dealing with him and was kept informed every
step of the way and super fast communication kept the whole process stress free! Thanks again
Mathew and I'm looking forward to the next Cruiser! Log into your account, and lets start
working together today! Exported Vehicles. Prev Vehicle Next Vehicle. Japan Car Direct
provides friendly, honest, efficient service. Get the vehicles you want today at a price you can
afford!! There are no features available. Vehicle Rating Body dents, dings, rust, rot, damage 10 best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst Engine running condition, burns oil, knocking 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
2 1 - worst Glass chips, scratches, cracks, pitted 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst Exhaust
rusted, leaking, noisy 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Vehicle History Was it ever a lease or
rental return? Yes No Is the odometer operational and accurate? Yes No Detailed service
records available? Yes No. Title History Is there a lienholder? Who holds this title? Does all
equipment and accessories work correctly? Did you buy the vehicle new? Has the vehicle ever
been in any accidents? Cost of repairs? Is there existing damage on the vehicle? Has the
vehicle ever had paint work performed? Is the title designated 'Salvage' or 'Reconstructed'? Any
other? Message :. Email Phone. The wheelbase is 25mm longer, the roof is 5mm lower, and the
whole car is 15mm longer. The base of the A-pillars has also been moved forward by mm, which
cleverly gives a slightly more rakish look to the exterior and yet a more spacious feeling to the
interior. The body is per cent stiffer than the previous generation, while there is 16 per cent less
body roll thanks largely to spring rates that are 22 per cent stiffer at the front and 6 per cent
stiffer at the rear. The steering is still hydraulically rather than electrically power assisted and
the rack is 15 per cent quicker thanks to the ratio being changed from The first thing you notice
is the steering. Subarus have always had a less pointy front-end response compared to sharper
Mitsubishi Evos, but the new WRX STI feels much keener to dive into corners, reacting as soon
as you move the wheel from the straight ahead. The balance certainly felt more enjoyable in its
Autoâ€” setting and there is a robustness to the whole car that makes you want to fling it at
corners and take cuts across the verge wherever you can. The engine is essentially the same 2.
Although the mph time of 5. Overall, the Subaru remains a very different experience to most of
the cars on sale today. Refreshingly so, in many ways. It has a frankly rubbish interior, but there
is an honesty to the controls and the way in which it drives that makes it very engaging. The
most obvious four-wheel-drive rival is actually the excellent new Volkswagen Golf R. With bhp,
lb ft of torque and a mph time of 5. This comes as standard on UK cars unlike the previous
generation and is actually so large that you can see straight underneath it when looking in the
rear view mirror. Skip to Content Skip to Footer. Find a car review Make Make. Model Model.
Reviews Home Subaru Impreza. Evo rating. More reviews. How does it compare? Anything else I
need to know? Specifications Engine cc flat-four turbocharged Max power bhp rpm Max torque
lb ft rpm 5. Share this on Twitter Share this on Facebook Email. Subaru Motorsports revives
iconic blue and gold livery. Piloted by rally driver Mark Higgins, the Subaru performed runs up
and down the course. Subaru Isle of Man TT record: video. On-board video here. UK sales now
confirmed. Motor show video, pictures and details here. Subaru BRZ price cut. Details here.
Subaru Cross Sport and Levorg concepts. Subaru BRZ S price and specs. So is the move to
natural aspiration and rear drive a step in the right direction for Subaru? Richard Meaden
decides by driving the BRZ back-to-back wâ€¦. Subaru BRZ prices and specs revealed. Subaru
confirms prices and specs for its BRZ rear-drive coupe, and it's good news Load More. Skip to
Header Skip to Content. Vauxhall's famous 'VXR' performance badge is set to make a comeback
on the brand's latest electric models, DrivingElectric can reveal. While previous VXR models
such as the Corsa, Astra and Vectra featured powerful turbocharged petrol engines that greatly
outgunned the regular versions of those cars, it's not expected that this new generation of
electric VXRs will make any more power than the standard versions. Upgraded suspension and
steering, as well as software changes and other detail improvements, could be used to give the
electric VXRs a sportier character, and they'll all boast styling tweaks inside and out to set them
apart from the standard versions. Bigger alloys, sculpted bumpers, side skirts, sports seats and

VXR badging could all feature. The Corsa-e above and soon-to-be-launched Mokka-e use the
same bhp electric motor and 50kWh battery, which in the smaller Corsa is enough for a 7.
Vauxhall's sister brand Opel has already dev
1955 chevy bel airs for sale
honda xr 650 top speed
mustang 01
eloped a dedicated rallying version of the Corsa-e , which will make its competition debut in
German domestic rally events this year, 12 months later than planned due to the coronavirus
pandemic. In addition to the Corsa-e, Mokka-e and Vivaro-e van , the VXR badge could also
grace a high-performance plug-in hybrid version of the next-generation Vauxhall Astra. This
could use the bhp 1. Vauxhall looks towards Britain's electric future. New Hyundai Ioniq 5
electric car: prices, details, pictures and on-sale date. Model Model. News Home Vauxhall.
Advertisement Feature. The new rules of the Vauxhall Corsa. Most Popular. Honda HR-V.
Next-generation Honda HR-V will go on sale later in with pure-hybrid power only. Best plug-in
hybrid cars Best cars. The best plug-in hybrid cars offer great fuel economy and very low
running costs as long as you keep their batteries charged. Hyundai Ioniq 5. Two battery sizes,
nearmile range and single or dual-motor setups for new Ioniq sub-brand's first model.

